Using dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) we study a simplified model for heterostructures involving superconductors. The system is driven out-of-equilibrium by a voltage bias, imposed as an imbalance of chemical potential at the interface. We solve the self-consistent DMFT equations using iterative second-order perturbation theory in the Nambu-Keldysh formalism. We show that the superconducting state is destabilized by voltage biases of the order of the energy gap. We demonstrate that the transition to the normal state occurs through an intermediate bad superconducting state, which is characterized by a smaller value of the order parameter and incoherent excitations. We discuss the energetic balance behind the stabilization of such exotic superconducting state.
Using dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) we study a simplified model for heterostructures involving superconductors. The system is driven out-of-equilibrium by a voltage bias, imposed as an imbalance of chemical potential at the interface. We solve the self-consistent DMFT equations using iterative second-order perturbation theory in the Nambu-Keldysh formalism. We show that the superconducting state is destabilized by voltage biases of the order of the energy gap. We demonstrate that the transition to the normal state occurs through an intermediate bad superconducting state, which is characterized by a smaller value of the order parameter and incoherent excitations. We discuss the energetic balance behind the stabilization of such exotic superconducting state. The unstoppable advances in the engineering of heterostructures based on transition-metal oxides is setting the pace for their theoretical investigation. A variety of phenomena has been reported through the combination of different geometries and the rich physics of the constituents, which range from colossal magnetoresistance manganites to high-temperature superconducting cuprates [1] [2] [3] [4] . There is no need to stress the importance, also for applications in electronics, of superconducting heterostructures and of the possibility to control their conduction properties via a gate voltage [5] [6] [7] . However, even if our ability to theoretically describe strongly correlated electron systems in confined geometries is reaching remarkable levels [8] , a full understanding of the nonequilibrium properties of driven unconventional superconducting heterostructures remains a formidable task, which requires to take some intermediate steps before a full microscopic modelling can be achieved.
In this work we perform one step in this direction, considering the ballistic transport in an idealized unconventional superconductor subject to an external bias. Extending to the superconducting state a proposal introduced in Ref. 9 , we consider a simplified model of heterostructures subject to a finite voltage bias assuming that the potential drop occurs essentially at the interfaces of the superconductor with the normal source/drain leads [7, 10] . The underlying idea is that the charge imbalance taking place near the interfaces injects evanescent electronic states [11, 12] into the system at the bias energy which rapidly reach ballistic regime. Thus, the stationary physics can be described in terms of an unbalance in the chemical potentials between "left movers" (L) propagating in the direction of the driving field, and "right movers" (R) which move in the opposite direction. This construction can not capture the full nonequilibrium physics of a driven bulk superconductor, yet it allows us to get insight into the effect of dephasing, which is expected to be particularly relevant in heterostructures as long as the motion of the carriers can be described as ballistic. As for the interaction leading to superconductivity we consider the simplest case of an instantaneous local interaction, as described by an attractive Hubbard model.
In order to investigate non-conventional superconductivity in the stationary regime we will use dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [13] . This method allows to investigate superconductivity beyond the BCS, i.e. weakcoupling, regime and to follow the evolution of statical and dynamical properties of the superconducting state as a function of physical parameters [14] [15] [16] [17] and external stimuli. The DMFT has been successfully applied to heterostructures formed by normal metallic leads separated by a strongly correlated barrier material in order to study transport and spectral properties at equilibrium [18] [19] [20] [21] . The effect of a voltage bias in a correlated metal has been investigated in [9] , pointing out the existence of a critical voltage for the metal-insulator transition. Recently a non-equilibrium extension of the DFMT has been used to study the dynamics of driven strongly correlated systems [22] [23] [24] , including inhomogeneous normal setup [25] .
Here we study the effect of a finite voltage bias on an s-wave superconductor for intermediate-to-large interaction strength. The bulk superconducting state is destabilized for voltage biases of the order of the energy gap. Interestingly, as the voltage is increased, the phase transition to a normal (non superconducting) state is preceded by the formation of an intermediate bad-superconducting state. In this latter phase the system trades some potential energy to compensate the loss of coherence between pairs in order to stabilize a superconducting state. We characterize the two transitions through the evolution of the spectral properties and of the characteristic energy scales contributing to the stabilization of the bad superconductor and draw a phase diagram in the interactionvoltage plane.
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Model. In the stationary regime the properties of a system are determined by the non-equilibrium electronic distribution f (ω). This latter can be separated in two terms, namely a particle-hole symmetric component which describes the conduction properties of the biased system, and an asymmetric component describing the charge imbalance in the device. The spirit of this work is to focus on the symmetric component while taking into account the effects of a charge-imbalance by means of ballistic carriers delocalizing through the system.
In presence of an applied bias Φ this approximation allows to classify lattice electrons in two sets, namely left-(L) and right-(R) moving, subject respectively to a chemical potential µ L = Φ/2 and µ R = −Φ/2. The physical destruction (creation) operators of an orbital electron at site i with spin σ can thus be decomposed in the superposition of L and R electrons, i.e. c iσ =
(c iσL +c iσR ). We further assume an attractive interaction, which we model as on-site attractive Hubbard U . The interaction obviously acts on the physical electrons and gives rise to pairing and superconductivity. Our starting point is the Hamiltonian:
where the first (kinetic) terms describes the ballistic motion of the two species of movers, and the interaction is associated to the densities of physical electrons n iσ = c † iσ c iσ . The model can be simplified by an orthogonal transformation to even (E) and odd (O) states
(c iσL ±c iσR ), where the E combination coincides with the physical electron. In this basis, the interaction term obviously contains only E electrons and the motion of the O component is decoupled and trivial, as it is controlled only by the hopping term.
We solve the model (1) using DMFT in the NambuKeldysh formalism. The lattice problem is reduced to an effective impurity model coupled to a self-consistent electronic bath. The effective impurity problem is solved using the iterative perturbation theory method (IPT), extended to deal with superconductivity [14] . This method provides a simple but reasonably accurate solver, which is straightforwardly extended to the Keldysh formalism in real-time and real-frequency and, most importantly, gives direct access to the local spectral functions. Within the DMFT-IPT method the Nambu-Keldysh self-energy functionΣ is expressed as:Σ =Σ HFB + U 2Σ (2) , where Σ r HFB = − |U | 2 nτ 3 −∆τ 1 is the the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) term, ∆ = −|U | c i↑ c i↓ is the superfluid amplitude and τ i=1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices.Σ (2) is the 2 nd -order contribution to the self-energy, which in terms of the Keldysh components of the HFB-corrected Weiss-Field:Ĝ
while the retarded components are obtained from the relation F r (t) = θ(t)(F > (t)−F < (t)). The self-consistency condition is fulfilled by imposing to the retarded component of the Weiss field to obey the relation:Ĝ
Finally, using the spectral representation, it is straightforward to obtain the Keldysh components of the Weiss fields:
where f L (x) = f (x−Φ/2) and f R (x) = f (x+Φ/2). In agreement with our approximation, this equation expresses the electron distribution of the effective bath as a symmetric superposition of the L-and R-movers equilibrium distributions f (x). The remaining components of the Green's functions, required to complete the self-consistency iteration, are obtained from the following additional relations:
Results. In the absence of any bias (Φ = 0) the attractive Hubbard model describes a superconducting (SC) to normal phase-transition at a critical temperature T c (U ) [16, 17] for any value of the carrier density and the interaction. While the modulus of the order parameter ∆ = 1/N i c i↑ c i↓ and the energy gap E g monotonically increase as a function of U , the critical temperature displays a maximum at an intermediate value of U of the order of the bandwidth, roughly separating the BCSlike behavior at weaker coupling from the strong-coupling or Bose-Einstein-Condensate (BEC) regime. In this latter case the large pairing strength locks the fermions in strongly bounded local pairs, which delocalize with a suppressed hopping amplitude proportional to t 2 /U . In this work we focus on the intermediate-to-strong coupling regime, where the BCS approach does not apply. We investigate how the presence of an external bias destabilizes the SC state for different values of U in the half-filled case where the number of electrons is identical to the number of sites. For the attractive model this regime has an extra symmetry as the SC state is degenerate with a commensurate charge-density wave, but, as far as the SC solution is concerned, the results are representative of any density. In Fig.1 we show the evolution of the single-particle spectral density ρ(ω) = −ImG r 11 (ω)/π and of the singleparticle self-energy ImΣ r (ω) for an increasing bias at U = 4, a value in the BEC regime. The spectra are symmetric around ω = 0 due to particle-hole symmetry thus only the negative-frequency part is reported. At zero bias Φ = 0 the spectrum displays a narrow coherence peak located at the gap edge E g . As discussed in [15] within IPT the incoherent part of the spectral weight flanking the coherence peak does not extend continuously to width of the order of the bandwidth, but it is split into a seemingly narrow peak and a satellite at higher energy. This is as a consequence of the vanishing of the imaginary part of the normal self-energy in the range |ω| < 3E g .
The effect of the bias on our strong coupling SC is extremely small as long as the bias Φ is smaller than the gap E g = 3.888 for our choice of parameters. In this region the SC order parameter decreases extremely slowly, as shown by the comparison between the data for Φ = 0 and Φ = 3, where the gap edge does not appreciably change. In the same process a finite imaginary part of the selfenergy is slowly developed in the range E g < |ω| < 3E g , which leads to a reduction of the lifetime of single particle excitations at the gap edge, which is also reflected in the broadening of the peaks with respect to the sharp coherent features of the weakly biased system.
Only when the bias becomes very close to the gap edge, as shown in the data for φ 3.568 we observe the first relevant deviations from the equilibrium solution in the spectral function, and the self-energy starts to become significant.
Further increasing the bias, we eventually reach a critical value Φ = Φ d = 3.570 where the system undergoes a discontinuous transition with the gap edge which suddenly drops to a lower value after a very small change of Φ. In this regime, the peaks in the range E g < |ω| < 3E g become more pronounced. This corresponds to further broadening of the coherence peaks in the spectral functions, i.e. to a progressive shortening of quasi-particles life-time.
Upon further increasing the voltage bias we reach a (second) critical value Φ = Φ c > Φ d for which the system is no longer able to sustain the SC state, and undergoes a superconductor-to-normal phase transition, characterized by a profound change in the spectral functions. For a large enough value of the attraction U , the final normal state is an insulator formed by incoherent localized pairs. For Φ > Φ c the spectral density is characterized by the onset of completely incoherent bands centered at ω = ±U/2, analogous to the Hubbard bands in the repulsive Hubbard model [26, 27] . The self-energy accordingly diverges for ω → 0. This evolution from the SC to the normal state is also shown by the behavior of the superconducting order parameter ∆. In figure 2 we show the evolution of ∆(Φ) for an attraction U in the BEC-regime. The order parameter remains almost constant and very close to its equilibrium value ∆ 0 until the bias reaches the first critical transition at Φ = Φ d . At this point the order parameter shows a small discontinuity, The size of this jump slightly reduces increasing attractions. The system enters in a bad-SC regime, characterized by a finite yet smaller value of ∆. Further increasing the potential bias continuously reduces the order parameter. For Φ = Φ c the SC solution suddenly disappear and ∆ drops to zero through a large discontinuity.
We are now able to discuss the phase-diagram for the non-equilibrium stationary attractive Hubbard model. The diagram is divided in three regions, separated by the transitions lines Φ d (U ), Φ c (U ). The region Φ < Φ d , where the system shows SC phase, which is continuously connected with the equilibrium regime. A bad-SC regime sets in for Φ d < Φ < Φ c , where the system is still superconducting but with a reduced order parameter ∆ < ∆ 0 . The region Φ > Φ c , where only the normal solution is available and the system becomes, for large enough attraction U , a pairing insulator. For smaller value of the attraction the normal solution crosses over to a bad metallic state [27] .
We can gain more insight about the destruction of the SC state and the bad superconductivity studying the energetic balance behind it. In equilibrium the crossover from BCS to BEC superconductivity is associated to a change in the energetic balance at T c [17] . In the BCS regime the SC state is stabilized by a gain in the potential energy, at expense of the kinetic energy, corresponding to pair formation. Contrary, in the intermediate-tostrong coupling the attraction between electrons is large enough to create pairs already in high-temperature normal phase [27] , so the stability of the SC state is related to the formation of long-range coherence, characterized by a gain in the kinetic energy at T c .
In Fig.3 we show the variations of the kinetic and potential energy with respect to equilibrium as a function of the bias, ∆E = E(Φ)−E(0). Interestingly, our results show that the bad superconductor has a lower kinetic energy and a higher potential energy with respect to its equilibrium counterpart. The increased potential energy, amounts to a reduction of the energy gain associated to Cooper pair formation, and it is consistent with the reduction of the SC order parameter and of the spectral gap that we discussed before. Interestingly, the system is able to gain kinetic energy in the same process, compensating the dephasing effect of the bias. The emergent picture is that the biased superconductor behaves qualitatively as a system with a smaller effective coupling, or, in other words, in a reduction of the BEC character of the SC state. Upon further increasing the voltage bias the bad SC state is no longer stable and the system undergoes a phase-transition in which all the residual kinetic energy in transformed into potential energy leading to formation of an insulator of preformed pairs. This scenario is further confirmed by the behavior of the superfluid stiffness D s as a function of Φ, reported in Fig. 4) . Our results show that D s is slightly enhanced in the bad SC regime and drops to zero crossing the second critical value Φ c . The increased stiffness is again compatible with an effectively weaker coupling in which the number of coherent carriers actually grows.
Conclusions. In this work we have investigated a model for non-equilibrium superconductivity. We solved the model using dynamical mean-field theory within iterative perturbation theory calculations. We discussed advantages and limitations of this method. We find that the non-equilibrium stationary superconducting state is only destabilized by a voltage bias of the order of the gap. Our calculations show that the transition to the normal phase takes place in two steps: crossing a first critical line the system enters in a bad superconducting regime, characterized by more incoherent quasi-particles excitations and smaller superfluid amplitude. We analyzed the properties of this regime in terms of the kinetic energy gain. For larger bias a discontinuous transition to a normal state, i.e. a pairing insulator at large U , can be observed.
